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SMART REAGENT MANAGEMENT

INTUITIVE USER INTERFACE

LOGOS One EVO is equipped with a reagent control
system that simplifies the operator work and prevents
errors. Replacement of the tanks is smooth and safe as
the system operates with commercial tanks, avoiding the
transfer of reagents and resulting in quick replacement
and negligible downtime. The use of dedicated
connectors and the scanning of reagents' barcodes
ensure an error-free and tracked process. The LOGOS One
EVO substantially minimizes the use of reagents and also
allows the use of green solutions. Milestone MileONE
and MileTWO are valid alternatives for the dehydration
and clearing of fatty tissues, enhancing operator safety
and oﬀering a more environmentally friendly approach.

The LOGOS One EVO is equipped with a smart icondriven software that guides the user through the entire
protocol to select the right parameters. For routine
operations the favourite protocols are quickly recalled
and started. All parameters, reagents and cassette
information are collected for complete documentation.
An automatic pre-start check ensures the proper status
of the system prior to processing.

SAFER, RELIABLE

AND USER-FRIENDLY

REAGENT

MA N AG M E N T
SAFER FOR BOTH OPERATORS AND SPECIMENS
The LOGOS One EVO ensures a reliable approach
in biospecimen processing as it utilizes up-to-date
technology to expedite and simplify the process
without compromising quality. The entire system is
designed to ensure a safe procedure for the operator and
optimal protection of the specimen. In combination with
MileWATCH software, it further elevates the monitoring
of the workflow and the traceability of the process,
enhancing the overall patient safety.

The LOGOS One EVO reduces the risk of water
contamination and carry-over via two separate paths
to handle water-based and alcohol-based solutions.
This feature extends the lifetime of the reagents whilst
securing the preservation of the specimens. LOGOS One
EVO provides high quality processing for all tissue types,
including SuperMega cassettes and fatty tissues.

PARALLEL PROCESSING
SMART REAGENT MANAGEMENT
SAFER FOR BOTH OPERATORS AND SPECIMENS
INTUITIVE USER INTERFACE
ENHANCED TRACEABILITY

OTHER MILESTONE SOLUTIONS FOR TISSUE PROCESSING

MAGNUS

LOGOS EVO

KOS

Lean High-Throughput
Tissue Processor

Advanced Tissue Processor

Multifunctional Microwave
Tissue Processor

MILESTONE COMPLEMENTS FOR LOGOS ONE EVO

MileWATCH

HistosMATE

R-Tracker

Synergy

MileONE & MileTWO

24/7 Monitoring
and Tracking

Wax Cleaning
System

Automatic Rack
Scanner

Processing and
Embedding all-in-one

High Quality Morphology
for Fatty Tissues

MILESTONE

HELPING PATIENTS

Milestone is a company headquartered in Northern Italy and was founded in
1988 as a corporation specializing in advanced microwave instrumentation
for analytical and organic chemistry labs. As the technology leader in
pre-analytical instrumentation, Milestone supports a worldwide installed

base of over 25.000 systems. In 1994, Milestone established a separate Medical Division to expand our expertise in the
crucial pre-analytical phase to the world of histopathology. We pioneered the first microwave rapid tissue processor for
same-day diagnosis and the first macro-digital system to enhance the grossing step. Today, our rapid tissue processors,
macro-digital imaging systems, and pre-analytical instrumentation are used every day in the most renowned clinical and
research laboratories around the world. But we never stop. We continue to lead the industry with constant innovation and
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improvement. Driven by the leading principle we live by, Helping patients.
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